Course Title:
Application of Productive Enterprise Information

Catalog Description:
Application of Productive Enterprise Information describes procedures for applying enterprise information provided by computerized analysis of farm business accounts.

Prerequisites or Necessary Entry Skills/Knowledge:
None

FULFILLS MN TRANSFER CURRICULUM AREA(S) (Leave blank if not applicable)
☐ Goal 1: Communication: By meeting the following competencies:
☐ Goal 2: Critical Thinking: By meeting the following competencies:
☐ Goal 3: Natural Sciences: By meeting the following competencies:
☐ Goal 4: Mathematics/Logical Reasoning: By meeting the following competencies:
☐ Goal 5: History and the Social and Behavioral Sciences: By meeting the following competencies:
☐ Goal 6: The Humanities and Fine Arts: By meeting the following competencies:
☐ Goal 7: Human Diversity: By meeting the following competencies:
☐ Goal 8: Global Perspective: By meeting the following competencies:
☐ Goal 9: Ethical and Civic Responsibility: By meeting the following competencies:
☐ Goal 10: People and the Environment: By meeting the following competencies:

Topics to be Covered (General)
Benchmark enterprise analysis information
Verify enterprise contributions to farm profitability
Compare enterprise practices and technologies with benchmarks

Student Learning Outcomes
Examine selected enterprise expense data to identify strengths and weaknesses
Complete a comparison of student enterprise data with regional data
Benchmark farm businesses enterprise analysis information
Verify enterprise contribution to farm profitability
Compare enterprise practices and technologies with benchmarks
Review the farm business management plan

**Is this course part of a transfer pathway:** Yes ☐ No ☒
*If yes, please list the competencies below*
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